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Introduction
Milo Have-A-Go Cricket has become one of the great success stories of
junior cricket in recent years, providing the first steps for children to
experience and enjoy Australia’s most popular summer sport.
Milo Have-A-Go Cricket is a pre-competition program for 5 to 8 year old
boys and girls. The program incorporates high participation with skill
development and modified games to provide both a fun and learning
environment. The program provides an ideal precursor for clubs to offer
prior to their under 8, under 9 or under 10 competitions.
Each season a large proportion of these participants graduate from Milo
Have-A-Go Cricket to junior teams, helping to increase junior player
numbers. The program has shown that parents are not only keen to be
involved in the week to week running of the sessions but also thoroughly
enjoy the experience, with many moving onto volunteer roles within the club.

Objectives
The objectives of the Milo Have-A-Go Program are the same objectives
promoted within junior sport. They are as follows;
•
•
•
•
•

enjoyment for all
equal opportunity for all to participate
development of a balanced attitude towards competition
development of team spirit and co-operation
development of basic skills

Basic Principles of Coaching
There are a number of fundamental coaching principles which underlie the
ability to achieve the objectives of Milo Have-A-Go Cricket and junior sport.
They are as follows;
• Plan your sessions
• make sure you are organised prior to the session
• if necessary, make photocopies of the session plan for distribution
• have equipment set up before the start of the session
• Demonstrate
• ensure everyone can see
• if you are not confident of demonstrating the skill, ask someone else
to demonstrate it
• ensure students are not looking into the sun
• Use figurative descriptions where possible
• For example, when teaching someone to catch, have
their fingers pointing down rather than catching like
a crocodile

Introducing a Skill
When explaining a skill ensure the introduction is kept relatively brief in terms
of talking. It is important to provide children with an accurate demonstration
of the skill as well as allowing them the opportunity to experience the skill
themselves.
A good introduction involves the following;
• the main coaching points – when giving coaching points describe them
in a way that players will relate to and only have a limited number of
technical points, not overloading them with information. For example,
when teaching catching, players need to cup their hands like they were
‘getting a drink from the tap’.
• the common errors associated with the skill
• a demonstration

Safety
A major responsibility of the coach and parent helpers is to ensure they
provide a safe environment for the children to learn within. A number of
safety issues are alleviated by the provision of modified equipment in the Milo
Have-A-Go Program. The following are some fundamental issues of safety;
• ensure equipment is the correct size
• check that your equipment is in good order. For example, are there
grips on bats?
• do not leave excess equipment lying around
• ensure that children are hitting away from other groups
• use markers wherever possible, as they clearly indicate where children
should position themselves

Hints and Tips
• Organise children into groups
• Organise groups according to age and ability. You may need to reorganise groups after the first or second week
• Have a maximum of 10 in a group
• Give each group a memorable name (eg The ‘Steve Waugh’ group) this
will allow you to organise children quickly into groups each week
• The Coordinator should oversee the program and help parents run the
activities rather than be tied to one group
• Have 1 – 2 parents per group
• Ensure there is adequate room between activities for safety purposes
• Be flexible with the program, if something doesn’t seem to be working
make alterations
• Have the equipment needed for modified games ready to set-up
• Organise to have a helper look after money and registrations to
allow the coordinator to look after the activities
• Try not to place too much emphasis on technique, the
ability to bowl a ball or hit a ball will provide the greatest
enjoyment during the early stages of the program

Lesson Set-up
Set-up activities in a circular shape to allow groups to easily move between
stations as well as allow the coordinator to oversee each group. Use the
area in the middle of activities for warm-up and modified games. A diagram
of the suggested set-up format is displayed below, as well as time
allocations. The times provided are only suggestions and it is important
coordinators establish what works best for them. Coordinators need to have
the confidence to extend times if children are enjoying an activity or skill as
well as shorten time if children are becoming distracted or disinterested.
Suggested set-up format and times;

Weeks 1 – 4
Warm-up Game
Skills Tabloid
Modified Game/s

10 minutes
40 minutes (10 minutes per activity)
40 minutes

Total Session Time

90 minutes

Weeks 5 – 8
Warm-up Game
Skills Tabloid
Modified Game/s

10 minutes
40 minutes (10 minutes per activity)
40 minutes

Total Session Time

90 minutes

Weeks 9 – 12
Warm-up Game
Modified Game/s
Modified Game/s

10 minutes
40 minutes
40 minutes

Total Session Time

90 minutes
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Technique Basics
Batting
Grip
 Place bat face down
 Have hands together
 Pick bat up with V’s made by the thumb
and index finger pointing down back of bat
Stance and Backlift
 Stand in comfortable side on position
 Eyes level
 Feet shoulder width apart
 Bat resting on back foot
Back Foot Shot
 Lift bat straight back
 Move back and across to off stump
with back foot
 Front foot moves back and in line
with body
 Keep the hands above the ball

Front Foot Shot
 Watch the ball
 Lift bat straight back
 Step towards line of ball
 Head over ball
 Use full face of bat

Throwing
Grip
 Fingers on top of the ball
 Fingers across the seam
Action
 Front arm, hip and foot point towards target
 Throwing arm up at shoulder height
 Step as you throw
 Follow through as if bowling
 The fingers, wrist, elbow and shoulder should all be used
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Technique Basics
Bowling

Grip
 1st and 2nd fingers are placed on the seam
 Thumb is underneath on seam
 Last two fingers are tucked into the palm
Action
1st Method – Pull the String
 Stand side on
 Stretch the string with front arm reaching for the sky and bowling arm next to back knee
 Pull the string with front arm and release ball
 Follow through ie bowling hand in back pocket

2nd Method – Rock and Bowl
 Make a ‘cross’ with arms then turn side on with the arm holding the ball at the back
 Head level and turned to look at batter
 Begin rocking from front foot to back foot like a see saw
 Once you have a good rock release the ball as you rock forwards
 Front arm pulls down past left hip with bowling arm following across body

Catching






Close Catching
Stand with feet shoulder width apart and knees slightly bent
Cup hands like getting a ‘drink from the tap’
Have fingers pointing towards the ground
Watch ball into hands
Hands and elbows give with the ball, like catching an egg





Outfield Catching
Hands above eyes
Fingers pointing up and back with elbows bent
Hands and elbows give with the ball, like catching an egg

Milo Have-A-Go Program
Weeks 1 – 4

Week

i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

Weeks 1 – 4
Tabloid (skills based)
Tee Drive (pairs)
Pairs Bowling (stationary)
Underarm Target Throwing
Pairs Catching (progressive)

i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

Tee Drive (pairs/target)
Pairs Bowling (stationary/stumps)
Crossfire (throwing)
Line-up Cricket
Captain Ball Relay

i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

Tee Pull (pairs)
Pairs Bowling (run-up/stumps)
Crossfire (catching)
Leaderball Relay (underarm)

Warm-up
Keep the Bucket Full

1
Ball Handling

Snowball Tag
2
Ball Handling

Poison Ball
3
Ball Handling

Rob the Nest
4
Ball Handling

Tee Pull (pairs/target)
Pairs Bowling (runup/stumps/keeper)
iii.
Crossfire (groundfielding)
iv.
Race the Ball

Modified Game

Tee Driving Cricket

Circle Cricket

i.
ii.

Tee Pairs Cricket

Week 1
Warm-up Game
Keep the Bucket Full - Players
surround the leader who stands in the
centre of a given area with a bucket full
of balls. As quickly as possible the
leader rolls and throws the balls in all
directions. The players retrieve the balls
one at a time, with the aim of never
letting the bucket become empty.
Station 1
Equipment

Ball Handling
1. Throw, Clap and Catch
Throw the ball in the air and
clap as many times as possible
before catching the ball.

2. Throw Spin and Catch
Throw the ball in the air make
a 360º turn before catching
the ball

Tee Drive (pairs)
1 bat, 1 ball and 1 tee per pair

Start batter one step behind tee and encourage batter to step
as close as possible to the tee, with eyes on the ball. Contact
is the major objective. Each batter has 6 hits before swapping
with partner.

Station 2
Equipment

Pairs Bowling (stationary)
1 ball per pair

In pairs, players on line A bowl from a stationary position to
their partner on line B. Then players on line B bowl back to
their partner also from a stationary position.

Station 3
Equipment

Underarm Target Throw
1 set of stumps & 1 ball per pair

In pairs, players roll the ball and attempt to hit the stumps.
Each time the stumps are missed the pair take 1 step forwards
and each time the stumps are hit the pair take two steps
backwards. For advanced players alternate between left and
right hands.

Station 4
Equipment

Pairs Catching (progressive)
1 ball per pair

Players line up in pairs opposite each other, with one ball per
pair. Each pair progress through catching with two hands,
onto catching with right hand, onto catching with left hand and
finishing with high catches.
For advanced players vary the distances between pairs or
even introduce a second ball.

Week 1

Modified Game
Equipment

Tee Driving Cricket
1 tee, 2 markers, 2 stumps, 1 bat & 1 ball per game (8 – 10 players)

The game can be played in teams or by having a fielder replace a batter when they have completed
their turn.
The batter hits the ball from the tee between the markers. The batter then runs around either of the
stumps to the left or right as many times as possible, before the fielding side can retrieve the ball
and place it back on the tee.
Each lap of a stump counts as a run scored. If the batter fails to hit the ball or clear the neutral zone
the player repeats that turn. Each batter has 2 hits.
Once the ball is placed on the tee the batter must wait until the fielder resumes their position before
they can hit the ball.
No fielders are allowed in the area between the batter and the markers (neutral zone).
If you have time, play more than one game. If teams are being used rotate after each game.

Week 2
Warm-up Game
Snowball Tag - All players begin inside a marked
area with one person in possession of a ball. This
person is the tagger. The tagger attempts to catch
the other players by tagging them with the ball. Once caught a
player collects a ball from a bucket outside the marked area and
becomes a tagger as well. The game concludes when there is only
one person left. Manipulating the size of the marked area can
make the game harder or easier.
Station 1
Equipment

Ball Handling
1. Drop and Catch
Drop the ball and try and
catch it before it hits the
ground.

2. Drop, Clap and Catch
Drop the ball, clap once
and catch the ball before it
hits the ground.

Tee Drive (pairs/target)
1 bat, 1 ball, 1 tee and 2 markers per pair

Start batter one step behind tee and encourage batter to step
as close as possible to the tee, with eyes on the ball and
follow through hitting ball between markers. Contact is the
major objective. Each batter has 6 hits before swapping with
partner.

Station 2
Equipment

Pairs Bowling (stationary/stumps)
1 set of stumps and 1 ball per pair

In pairs, players on line A bowl from a stationary position to
their partner on line B. Then players on line B bowl back from
a stationary position to their partner on line A. Players keep
count of how many times they can hit the stumps.
Advanced players can use a run-up.

Station 3
Equipment

Crossfire (throwing)
1 ball per pair & 1 set of stumps

Have players grouped into pairs, with one ball per pair.
Players form a circle with partners opposite each other and a
set of stumps in the middle of the circle. Overarm throw at
stumps between partners. Pair score 1 point every time they
hit the stumps. The pair with the most hits wins.

Station 4
Equipment

Captain Ball Relay
1 ball and 2 markers per team

Divide players into 2 – 3 groups to race against each other.
The team lines up behind marker B with one player at marker
A. This player underarms the ball to the person at marker B.
This player catches the ball and underarms it back, before
kneeling on the ground. This continues until the last person
catches the ball and they run to marker A, while the person on
marker A runs to the front of the line at marker B. The first
team to have all players as the leader is the winner.

Week 2

Batter completes as many runs as possible

Fielding side forms a straight line
behind the person who fields the
ball as soon as they retrieve it

Modified Game
Equipment

Line-up Cricket
1 tee, 4 markers, 1 bat and 1 ball per game (8 – 10 players)

The game can be played in teams or by having a fielder replace a batter when they have
completed their turn.
The batter hits the ball from the tee between the markers. The batter then runs around either of the
markers to the left or right as many times as possible, before the fielding side can retrieve the ball
and form a straight line behind the person who fields the ball.
Each lap of a stump before a straight line is formed counts as a run scored. If the batter fails to hit
the ball or clear the neutral zone the player repeats that turn. Each batter has 2 hits.
The fielder with the ball is in charge of placing the ball back on the tee. The batter must wait until
the fielder resumes their position before they can hit the ball.
No fielders are allowed in the area between the batter and the markers (neutral zone).
If you have time, play more than one game. If teams are being used rotate after each game.

Week 3
Warm-up Games
Poisonball – All players participate
in a given area with 1 – 3 people in
possession of a ball. These players
attempt to underarm the ball from
outside the marked area and hit
players below the knees. Once a player is hit by a ball they move
to outside the area and collect a ball. Last one hit is the winner.
Station 1
Equipment

Ball Handling
1. Bounce and Catch
Bounce ball into ground
and then catch it.

2. Kneel, Bounce, Stand
and Catch
Kneel on the ground,
bounce the ball, stand up
and catch the ball.

Tee Pull (pairs)
1 stump, 1 tee, 1 ball & 1 bat per pair

Player starts to the side of the tee in their normal batting
stance with their back to their partner. The player steps with
back foot to behind tee and swings the bat to try and hit ball to
partner. Reverse roles after 6 hits.

Station 2
Equipment

Pairs Bowling (run-up/stumps)
1 set of stumps and 1 ball per pair

In pairs players on line A use a run-up to bowl to their partners
on line B, attempting to hit the stumps. Then players on line B
repeat the process.

Station 3
Equipment

Crossfire (catching)
1 ball per pair

Have players grouped into pairs, with one ball per pair.
Players form a circle with partners opposite each other.
Underarm throw across the circle to partner. The activity can
be made more challenging by using only the left or right hand
to catch or introducing a second ball per pair. The activity can
also be converted into a game by seeing which pair can
complete the most catches in a specified period of time.

Station 4
Equipment

Leaderball Relay (underarm)
1 set of stumps, 1 ball & 2 markers per group

Divide players into 2 – 3 groups to race against each other.
Player no.1 rolls the ball to player no.2 at the front of the line,
who fields the ball and throws it back to no.1 and then goes to
the back of the line. After all players field the ball no.2
becomes the new leader. First team to have all players as the
leader is the winner. As a variation have a parent helper at
the front rolling the ball as a skill activity rather than as a relay.

Week 3

Modified Game
Equipment

Circle Cricket
2 tees, 2 stumps, markers, 1 bat & 2 balls per game (8 – 10 players)

Form a circle with markers around the playing pitch. Have two tees on the batting crease either
side of the stumps. There is one batter at a time with the remaining players acting as fielders and
evenly spread outside the circle.
The batter hits each ball from the batting tees in any direction and attempts to complete as many
runs as possible between the stumps before both balls are returned to the tees by the fielders.
The fielding side are not able to begin chasing the balls until the second ball has been hit from the
tee. After each batter has had a turn the fielders rotate.
The batter must wait until the fielders resume their position before they can hit the ball. No fielders
are allowed in the area between the batter and the tees. Move through the batting order twice to
ensure each batter has 2 turns at batting.
If you have time, play more than one game.

Week 4
Warm-up Games
Rob the Nest - Form a square with
markers and have an equal number
of players behind each marker. Place
balls in the middle (nest). Rotate
through the group so that the first player in each line runs into the middle
and takes a ball and places it at their marker before joining the end of the line.
The next player in line then leaves to retrieve a ball. When there are no more
balls in the middle, groups can start stealing from other groups’ nests. Only
one player is allowed to take a ball at a time. The team with the most balls
wins.

Station 1
Equipment

Ball Handling
1. Jump & Catch Front
Place ball between feet,
flick forwards and catch
the ball.
2. Jump & Catch Behind
Place ball between feet,
flick backwards and
catch the ball.

Tee Pull (pairs/target)
1 stump, 1 tee, 1 bat, 2 markers & 1 ball per pair

Player starts to the side of the tee in their normal batting
stance with their back to their partner. The player steps with
back foot to behind tee and swings the bat to try and hit ball
between markers to partner. Reverse rolls after 6 hits.

Station 2
Equipment

Pairs Bowling (run-up/stumps/keeper)
1 set of stumps, 1 marker & 1 ball per group

In pairs players bowl 6 deliveries to their partner who acts as
wicketkeeper. After 6 deliveries partners swap roles.

Station 3
Equipment

Crossfire (groundfielding)
1 ball per group

Pairs roll the ball to each other practicing picking the ball up
two handed. Once this has been mastered move into fielding
with the left or right hand only. Vary the drill by increasing or
decreasing the size of the circle. To increase the difficulty add
a second ball per pair.

Station 4
Equipment

Race the Ball
1 ball and 4 markers per team

Divide the group into two equal teams. Organise each team
into two lines facing each other. Player 1 on each team
begins with the ball, which is thrown in a zig zag pattern to the
top of the line and then returned to the first person in the same
pattern. The first team to have the ball returned to player 1 is
the winner. Make the game more challenging by having
players use their left or right hand only.

Week 4

Modified Game
Equipment

Tee Pairs Cricket
1 tee, 2 stumps, 2 bats and 1 ball per game (8 – 10 players)

Each pair bats for 6 hits (3 each) and can only be dismissed in 2 ways – ‘caught’ if the ball is
caught by any fielder before it hits the ground or ‘runout’ if the batter does not reach their safe
ground before the ball hits the stumps. If a batter does get out they simply swap with their partner.
One batter hits the ball from the tee while the partner stands at the non-strikers end. Batters must
run each time they hit the ball. If players are not batting they are in the field. It is important that
each fielder rotates after each pair has batted to ensure they field in every position.
The pair with the most runs wins.
If you have time, play more than one game.

Milo Have-A-Go Program
Weeks 5 – 8

Week

5

6

7

8

i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

Weeks 5 – 8
Tabloid (games based)
Tee Driving Cricket
Leaderball Relay (bowl)
Fielding Soccer
Catching Tennis

i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

Helter Skelter (tee)
Beat the Ball
Bombardment Ball (overarm)
Driving Cricket

i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

Driving Cricket (underarm)
Guard the Goal (bowl)
Piggy in the Middle
Endball

i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

Pull Shot (lob)
Bombardment Ball (bowl)
Catching Tennis
Runout Game

Warm-up
Keep the Bucket Full
(bat)

Hot Potato

Rob the Nest

Snowball Tag

Modified Game
Continuous
Cricket

Double Chance
Pairs

Double Chance
Pairs

Pairs Cricket

Week 5
Warm-up Game
Keep the Bucket Full - The first helper lobs the balls one at a time from the
bucket to the second helper who hits the balls into the air. The players
retrieve the balls one at a time and return them to the helper with the bucket.
The aim is to never let the bucket become empty.
Station 1
Equipment

Tee Driving Cricket
1 tee, 2 markers, 1 bat, 2 stumps & 1 ball

The batter hits the ball from the tee between the markers. The
batter then runs around either of the stumps to the left or right
as many times as possible, before the fielding side can
retrieve the ball and place it back on the tee. The number of
laps the batter can do before the ball is placed on the tee is
the number of runs they score. Each batter has 2 hits. Once
the ball is placed on the tee the batter must wait until the
fielder resumes their position before they can hit the ball. If the
batter fails to hit the ball or clear the neutral zone the player
repeats that turn. No fielders are allowed in the area between
the batter and the markers.
Station 2
Equipment

Leaderball Relay (bowling)
2 sets of stumps and 1 ball per group

Divide players into 2 – 3 groups to race against each other.
The leader bowls the ball to the front player who fields the ball
and throws it back to the leader before going to the back of the
line. After all players have returned the ball, the leader goes to
the back of the line and the front person on the line becomes
the new leader. The first team to have all their players as
leader is the winner.

Station 3
Fielding Soccer
Equipment 4 markers, 1 ball and two stumps
Divide players into two even teams. The aim is to roll the ball
below knee height between team members to hit the stumps.
Players are not allowed to run with the ball or hold the ball for
longer than 3 seconds. If the ball is dropped, fumbled or goes
outside the marked area the team loses possession.

Station 4
Equipment

Catching Tennis
8 markers, 3 sets of stumps and 1 ball

Players lob the ball into the opposition square. If the ball hits
the ground inside the square the throwing team receive a
point. If the ball hits the ground outside of the square the team
not throwing receives a point. Vary the size of the square or
have players only use their left or right hand to catch or throw
to increase or decrease the difficulty. As a variation players
can be eliminated if they drop the ball or it lands in the area
closest to them. The last person left is the winner.

Week 5

Modified Game
Equipment

Continuous Cricket
1 stump, 3 markers, 1 bat and 1 ball per game

The game can be played in teams or by having a fielder replace a batter when they have
completed their turn.
The ball is rolled by the helper to the batter who hits the ball into the field and then runs around one
of the markers to the left or right. (For advanced players the ball may be lobbed underarm by the
helper)
The fielders must return the ball to the bowler who can bowl the ball at any time.
Batters can be out in 3 ways – caught by the fielder before the ball hits the ground, bowled either
missing the ball or not getting back in time to hit the ball or hit wicket.
Ensure fielders rotate in their positions.
If you have time, play more than one game.

Week 6
Warm-up Game
Hot Potato - Have half the players on the inside of a marked playing area, each with
a ball. Have the other half of the players on the boundary of the area. On the signal
players with the ball run to give the ball to players on the outside. Players on the
outside then swap with the players on the inside. The ball cannot be given to the
person standing next to you or someone you have already given the ball to. Change
the way the ball is given each time ie a) by hand b) by rolling c) by underarm throw d)
by bouncing.
Station 1
Equipment

Helter Skelter (tee)
1 bat, 1 ball, 3 stumps, 2 markers and 1 tee

The batter hits the ball from the tee between the markers. The
batter then runs around either of the stumps to the left or right
as many times as possible, before the fielding side can
retrieve the ball and return it to the keeper. Each lap of a
stump counts as a run scored. If the batter fails to hit the ball
or clear the neutral zone the player repeats that turn. Each
batter has 2 hits. No fielders are allowed in the area between
the batter and the markers (neutral zone).
Station 2
Equipment

Beat the Ball
1 ball, 1 bat, 1 tee and 4 stumps or markers

Set up a diamond with stumps as bases and have a player on
each base as well as 1 or 2 players within the diamond. The
fielders inside the diamond begin with their back to the batter,
who hits the ball off the tee within the diamond. If the ball goes
outside the diamond the batter repeats their turn. A fielder
retrieves the ball and throws it to the keeper and then the ball is
thrown around the bases. If the batter beats the ball back to the
keeper they score a run for their team. For variations have
fielders throw underarm or overarm or bowl around the diamond.

Station 3
Equipment

Bombardment Ball (overarm throw)
1 soft cricket ball per player and 1 soccerball

Teams stand in a straight line 10 metres apart facing each
other. A soccerball (or similar) is placed in the middle. Once
signalled players throw balls at the soccerball and attempt to
roll it over their opponents goal to score a point. After each
goal the soccerball is returned to the middle. The team with
the most points wins.

Station 4
Equipment

Driving Cricket (roll)
3 stumps, 1 ball, 1 bat and 2 markers

The helper rolls or lobs the ball for the batter to hit between
the markers. The batter then runs around either of the stumps
to the left or right as many times as possible, before the
fielding side can retrieve the ball and return it to the keeper.
Each lap of a stump counts as a run scored. If the batter fails
to hit the ball or clear the neutral zone the player repeats that
turn. Each batter has 2 hits. No fielders are allowed in the area
between the batter and the markers (neutral zone).

Week 6

Modified Game
Equipment

Double Chance Pairs
2 tees, 2 bats and 3 balls, and 2 stumps per game

Each pair bats for 2 overs (12 balls) before the next pair have their bat. Batters can only be out in
3 ways – bowled if the ball hits the wicket or base, caught if the ball is caught by any of the fielders
before it hits the ground or run out if the batter does not reach their safe ground before the ball hits
the stumps.
Each player bowls one over of 6 balls (maximum) while their partner wicketkeeps at the batters
end. After they have completed their over, they swap with their partner to wicketkeep, while their
partner bowls. Bowlers may bowl overarm or underarm. The ball must be bowled not thrown, and
if a pair is not batting or bowling they are fielding. If the ball which is bowled is missed or can’t be
reached then the batter may hit the ball from one of the tees. The ball that is hit is then the only
ball in play. There are therefore no wides or no balls. The batters do not have to run. Ensure both
balls are on each of the tees before the player bowls the ball.
If you have time, play more than one game.

Week 7
Warm-up Game
Rob the Nest - Form a square with markers and have an equal number of
players behind each marker. Place balls in the middle (nest). Rotate
through group so that first player in each line runs into the middle and takes
a ball and places it at their marker before joining the end of line. The next
player in line then leaves to retrieve a ball. When there are no more balls in
the middle groups can start stealing from other groups’ nests. Only one
player is allowed to take a ball at a time. The team with the most balls wins.
Station 1
Equipment

Driving Cricket (underarm lob)
3 stumps, 1 ball, 1 bat and 2 markers

The helper underarms the ball for the batter to hit between the
markers. The batter then runs around either of the stumps to
the left or right as many times as possible, before the fielding
side can retrieve the ball and return it to the keeper. Each lap
of a stump counts as a run scored. If the batter fails to hit the
ball or clear the neutral zone the player repeats that turn. Each
batter has 2 hits. No fielders are allowed in the area between
the batter and the markers (neutral zone).
Station 2
Equipment

Guard the Goal (bowl)
4 markers and 1 – 4 balls

Teams stand in a straight line 15 metres apart facing each
other. The aim of the game is to prevent the ball from
crossing your teams line. The ball must be bowled from the
spot in which the player stops the ball from. One point is
scored each time the ball crosses the opposition line. Start
with 1 ball and progress to 2, 3 and 4 balls.

Station 3
Equipment

Piggy in the Middle
2 markers and 1 ball per group

Two people stand opposite each other with one person in the
middle. The aim is for the two people on the outside to
underarm the ball to each other without the person in the
middle getting the ball. The ball cannot be underarmed above
head high. If the person in the middle gets the ball they swap
with the person who last underarmed the ball. Vary distances
to increase or decrease difficulty.

Station 4
Equipment

End Ball
4 markers and 1 ball

Divide the group into two equal teams. Each team has a
goalkeeper at the opposite end of the field. The aim is for the
team to get the ball to their goalkeeper to score a point. The
ball must be touched by at least 3 players before it reaches
the goalkeeper. Players cannot run with the ball and if the ball
is dropped the team loses possession.

Week 7

Modified Game
Equipment

Double Chance Pairs
2 tees, 2 bats and 3 balls, and 2 stumps per game

Each pair bats for 2 overs (12 balls) before the next pair have their bat. Batters can only be out in
3 ways – bowled if the ball hits the wicket or base, caught if the ball is caught by any of the fielders
before it hits the ground or run out if the batter does not reach their safe ground before the ball hits
the stumps.
Each player bowls one over of 6 balls (maximum) while their partner wicketkeeps at the batters
end. After they have completed their over, they swap with their partner to wicketkeep, while their
partner bowls. Bowlers may bowl overarm or underarm. The ball must be bowled not thrown, and
if a pair is not batting or bowling they are fielding. If the ball which is bowled is missed or can’t be
reached then the batter may hit the ball from one of the tees. The ball that is hit is then the only
ball in play. There are therefore no wides or no balls. The batters do not have to run. Ensure both
balls are on each of the tees before the player bowls the ball.
If you have time, play more than one game.

Week 8
Warm-up Game
Snowball Tag - All players begin in a marked area with one person in possession of
a ball. This person is the tagger. The tagger attempts to catch the other players by
tagging them with the ball. Once caught a player collects a ball from a bucket
outside the marked area and becomes a tagger as well. The game concludes when
there is only one person left. Manipulating the size of the marked area can make
the game harder or easier.
Station 1
Equipment

Pull Shot (lob)
1 bat, 1 ball, 1 stump and 2 markers

The helper lobs the ball for the batter to hit between the
markers. The remaining players act as fielders and return the
ball to the helper. Each batter receives 3 hits. A ball which is
missed is repeated. If a moving ball is too difficult return to
using a stump and tee.

Station 2
Equipment

Bombardment Ball (bowling)
1 soft cricket ball per player and 1 soccerball

Teams stand in a straight line 10 metres apart facing each
other. A soccerball (or similar) is placed in the middle. Once
signalled players bowl balls at the soccerball and attempt to
roll it over their opponents goal to score a point. After each
goal the soccerball is returned to the middle.

Station 3
Equipment

Catching Tennis (progressive)
8 markers and 1 ball

The aim of the game is to lob the ball into the opposition
square. If the ball hits the ground inside the square the
throwing team receive a point. If the ball hits the ground
outside of the square the team not throwing receives a point.
To increase or decrease difficulty vary the size of the square,
the distance between squares or have players only use their
left or right hand to catch or throw.

Station 4
Equipment

The Run Out Game
1 bat, 1 ball, 1 marker and 1 set of stumps

Divide group into two even teams. The ball is rolled out for the
fielder to chase and return. At the same time the runner
sprints around the marker and back to the stumps to try and
beat the return. Every successful run scores a point. Every
player on the team has a turn before teams swap.

Week 8

Modified Game
Equipment

Pairs Cricket
2 bats, 2 stumps and 1 ball per game

Batters can only be out in 3 ways – bowled if the ball hits the wicket or base, caught if the ball is
caught by any of the fielders before it hits the ground or run out if the batter does not reach their safe
ground before the ball hits the stumps.
If batters get out they simply swap ends and continue to bat. After 2 overs (12 balls) the batting pair
retire and the next pair have their turn to bat. Each player bowls one over of 6 balls (maximum)
while their partner wicketkeeps at the batter end. After they have completed their over, they swap
with their partner to wicketkeep, while their partner bowls. Bowlers may bowl overarm or underarm.
The ball must be bowled not thrown, and if a pair is not batting or bowling they are fielding. You do
not have to run if you hit the ball. If the ball is missed batters may still run.
If you have time, play more than one game.
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Week 9
Warm-up Game
Grab and Replace Relay - Divide players into 2 –3 groups to race against each
other. Each team lines up with 4 balls placed in front of them at varying distances.
Use markers to indicate where the balls should be placed. The first person runs
and picks up each ball one at a time and places them at the front of the line. The second person then replaces them to
their original position one ball at a time. The first team to have everyone
grab or replace the balls is the winner.
Falling Tower - A tower is made from 3 bats inside a circle. Players
stand outside the circle, each with a ball. The objective is for players to
roll the ball and cause the tower to fall. The game can be made more
difficult by increasing the size of the circle.

Station 1
Equipment

Helter Skelter (underarm)
1 bat, 1 ball, 3 stumps and 2 markers

The helper lobs the ball for the batter to hit between the
markers. The batter then runs around either of the stumps (or
markers) to the left or right as many times as possible, before
the fielding side can retrieve the ball and return it to the
keeper. Each lap of a stump counts as a run scored. If the
batter fails to hit the ball or clear the neutral zone the player
repeats that turn. Each batter has 2 hits. No fielders are
allowed in the area between the batter and the markers. If a
moving ball is too difficult return to using a stump and tee.
Station 2
Equipment

Aussie Rules Bowling
1 stump, 2 markers and 1 ball

This is a form of target bowling which uses a similar scoring
system to that of Aussie Rules. Set up the stumps as normal
and place markers either side. If a player hits the stumps they
receive 10 points and if they deliver the ball between the
stumps and the marker they receive 5 points. Each player
bowls 6 deliveries keeping track of their points scored.
Bowlers can be organised into pairs or groups of three or four.
Station 3
Equipment

Fielding Soccer
4 markers, 1 ball and two stumps

Divide players into two even teams. The aim is to roll the ball
below knee height between team members to hit the stumps.
Players are not allowed to run with the ball or hold the ball for
longer than 3 seconds. If the ball is dropped, fumbled or goes
outside the marked area the team loses possession.

Station 4
Equipment

Tee Driving Relay
1 stump, 1 bat, 1 ball, 2 markers & 1 tee

Divide players into 2 – 3 groups to race against each other. The
first player hits the ball from the tee. The next player fields the
ball, runs to replace the ball on the tee, takes the bat and
drives to the next player. After hitting the ball each player
goes to the end of the line. The first team to have their first
player back to the tee is the winner.

Week 9

Modified Game
Equipment

Diamond Cricket
4 bats, 4 sets of stumps, 1 marker and 1 ball per game

The game is played around a diamond formation, using four sets of stumps as bases. The batting
team commences with 4 batters, one at each base, the remainder waiting to the side. The fielding
team has 4 wicketkeepers, with one bowler in the middle (preferably adult) and the remainder acting
as fielders outside the diamond. The bowler bowls from the centre marker to any batter, overarm or
underarm. Whenever a batter hits the ball all 4 batters must run in an anticlockwise direction to the
next base. Batters may run more than one base. Batters may be dismissed caught, bowled or hit
wicket. The bowler is allowed to bowl at any time. The team bats until all batters are dismissed or
for a set period of time. A run is scored each time batters advance safely to the next base. The
team that scores the most runs wins.
If you have time, play more than one game and rotate teams.

Week 10
Use Favourite Warm-Up Game

By creating teams you can run a round robin competition using the games set out below. The
competition could be run over 1 week or by keeping the same teams it can be run over the remaining
weeks of the program. You may also find you can play more than 1 game in the allotted time.
Modified Game
Equipment

Pairs Cricket
2 bats, 2 stumps and 1 ball per game

Batters can only be out in 3 ways –
bowled if the ball hits the wicket or
base, caught if the ball is caught by
any of the fielders before it hits the
ground or run out if the batter does
not reach their safe ground before
the ball hits the stumps. If batters
get out they simply swap ends and
continue to bat. After 2 overs (12
balls) the batting pair retire and the
next pair have their turn to bat.
Each player bowls one over of 6
balls (maximum) while their partner
wicketkeeps at the batters end.
After they have completed their
over, they swap with their partner to
wicketkeep, while their partner bowls. Bowlers may bowl overarm or underarm. The ball must be bowled not
thrown, and if a pair is not batting or bowling they are fielding. You do not have to hit the ball. If the ball is
missed batters may still run.
Modified Game
Equipment

Diamond Cricket
4 stumps, 4 bats, 1 marker and 1 ball per game

The game is played around a diamond
formation, using four sets of stumps as
bases. The batting team commences with
4 batters, one at each base, the
remainder waiting to the side. The fielding
team has 4 wicketkeepers, with one
bowler in the middle (preferably adult) and
the remainder acting as fielders outside
the diamond. The bowler bowls from the
centre marker to any batter, overarm or
underarm. Whenever a batter hits the ball
all 4 batters must run in an anticlockwise
direction to the next base. Batters may
run more than one base. Batters may be
dismissed caught, bowled or hit wicket.
The bowler is allowed to bowl at any time.
The team bats until all batters are dismissed or for a set period of time. A run is scored each time batters
advance safely to the next base. The team that scores the most runs wins.

Week 11
Warm-up Game
Chase Your Number - 4 teams are arranged alongside the side of a square.
Each team member is given a number and when their number is called that
person chases his opposition numbers in an anti-clockwise direction around the
square until they get back to their original position. If the player catches the
person in front of them they receive a point for their team.

By creating teams you can run a round robin competition using the games set out below. The
competition could be run over 1 week or by keeping the same teams it can be run over the remaining
weeks of the program. You may also find you can play more than 1 game in the allotted time.
Modified Game
Equipment

Four Bowler Cricket
3 bats, 1 ball, 4 markers and 3 stumps

There are 4 bowlers 90° apart
with the batter in the middle.
When the batter hits the ball, they
must run around the marker
which the bowler delivered the
ball from and return to the batting
position (1 run). The ball is
returned by the fielder to any of
the 4 bowlers who may bowl
immediately, whether the batter
has returned or not.
The batter may be dismissed in 3
ways – bowled, caught or hit
wicket.
When the batter is dismissed the next batter comes in quickly as the bowlers can bowl at any time. Teams
change over when all batters have been dismissed. The team scoring the most runs wins.

Super 8’s Cricket
2 bats, 2 stumps and 1 ball per game
The game is played between two teams of 8
players and consists of 7 six ball overs bowled by
each side from one end of the wicket. With the
exception of the wicketkeeper each fielder bowls
one over. All runs and extras are the same as
traditional cricket except; a) any wide or no ball will
be two runs and an extra ball being bowled
b) no more than 8 balls can be bowled in an over
c) any ball above the shoulder of the batter is a no
ball.
No fielder can stand closer than 10 metres
from the bat. A batter must retire on reaching
a personal score of 20. A retired batter can
return when the remaining batters have been
dismissed before the completion of the 7 overs. If 7 wickets fall before the 7 overs are completed, the
remaining batter is the only batter who can score runs and must face all remaining deliveries. The
fielding team must have three players on each side of the wicket. It is suggested that fielders rotate in
a clockwise direction after each over (excluding wicketkeeper). The team with the highest score at the
end of the game is the winner.
Modified Game
Equipment

Week 12
Use Favourite Warm-Up Game

By creating teams you can run a round robin competition using the games set out below. You may
also find you can play more than 1 game in the allotted time.
Modified Game
Equipment

Super 8’s Cricket
2 bats, 2 stumps and 1 ball per game

The game is played between two teams of 8
players and consists of 7 six ball overs bowled
by each side from one end of the wicket. With
the exception of the wicketkeeper each fielder
bowls one over. All runs and extras are the
same as traditional cricket except; a) any wide or
no ball will be two runs and an extra ball being
bowled
b) no more than 8 balls can be bowled in an over
c) any ball above the shoulder of the batter is a
no ball.
No fielder can stand closer than 10 metres from
the bat. A batter must retire on reaching a
personal score of 20. A retired batter can return when the remaining batters have been dismissed before the
completion of the 7 overs. If 7 wickets fall before the 7 overs are completed, the remaining batter is the only
batter who can score runs and must face all remaining deliveries. The fielding team must have three players
on each side of the wicket. It is suggested that fielders rotate in a clockwise direction after each over
(excluding wicketkeeper). The team with the highest score at the end of the game is the winner.

Modified Game
Equipment

Diamond Cricket
4 stumps, 4 bats, 1 marker and 1 ball per game

The game is played around a diamond
formation, using four sets of stumps as
bases. The batting team commences
with 4 batters, one at each base, the
remainder waiting to the side. The
fielding team has 4 wicketkeepers, with
one bowler in the middle (preferably
adult) and the remainder acting as
fielders outside the diamond. The bowler
bowls from the centre marker to any
batter, overarm or underarm. Whenever
a batter hits the ball all 4 batters must run
in an anticlockwise direction to the next
base. Batters may run more than one
base. Batters may be dismissed caught,
bowled or hit wicket. The bowler is
allowed to bowl at any time. The team bats until all batters are dismissed or for a set period of time. A run
is scored each time batters advance safely to the next base. The team that scores the most runs wins.

